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BY KAZUTOMO KAWAMURA

0. Summary.

In this paper we consider a limiting distribution of a diagonal distribution of
a bivariate binomial distribution and its property.

1. The derivation of the diagonal distribution of a bivariate binomial dis-
tribution.

In this section we shall derive the diagonal distribution of a bivariate binomial
distribution. We assume that the bivariate random variable (X, Y) has a bivariate
binomial law as follows:

(1.1)
P(X=O,Y=l)=Poi and P(X=l, Y=l)=pn;

where we assumed Λ>o,Λo,Λ>i and pn are non-negative values and Poo+Pio+Poi+Pn
= 1 . We put Z as the difference value of the two values X, Y:

(1.2) Z=X-Y.

Then the distribution of the value Z is given by

(1.3) P(Z=-l)=poi,P(Z=O)=poo+pn and P(Z=l)=p10.

If we have n mutually independent values of the distribution

then the sum U of the n values

(1.4) £/=Zi + Z 2 + ••• +Zn

have the distribution law given in the following theorem.

THEOREM 1. For given mutually independent n random variables Z%{j—\,2, --,n)
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having the distribution law (1.3) the sum value U—ZιΛ-Z2-\- ••• +Zn have the dis-

tribution law

m ) = J ? m ί=m.x(§t-n,o) (n-(k+J)Tδ)J(k-δ)Kl-δ)\δ\

(1.5) poon~a l^~δPiok-δPoil-δPnδ

(w=0, ± 1 , ±2, •••)•

Proof. Given ^ mutually independent bivariate random variables

having the bivariate Bernoulli law (1.1). We put

Zι = Xi-Yt ( i=l, 2,-,«),

then Zx (i=l, 2, ••-,#) are mutually independent and have the distribution law (1.3).
The sum U defined in (1.4) is expressed by the difference of the sums Σ?=i-Xt
and Σΐ-iYi

(1.6)

So we can get the distribution of the sum U by the joint distribution of the sums
Σ?=iX and Σ%=iYt- That is the distribution of U is given by the sum of the
joint probabilities P(Σ? = 1 X=&, Σ?»i^t=/) as follows:

(1.7) P(U=m)= ΣΣ (

Along n independent variables (Xu Yx\ (X2y F2), •• ,(-Xn, Fn) we put <χ,β,γ and 5 as
the numbers of (0,0), (1,0), (0,1) and (1,1). Then we have

For fixed k, I the event

(1.8)

is expressed by the union of nl/alβlγlδl mutually exclusive events

a $ γ δ

where β+δ=k and γ+δ=l. The probabilities of the nl/alβlγlδl events equals to
the same
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Poo Pio'Pox Pn '

Then we have the probability of the event (1. 8)

(1.9) P(Σ^ΣΪW)= Σ ^
t

r+o-i

The sum bivariate random variable (Σ?=iX, Σϊ-i^*) has a bivariate distribution law

( n n \ min(fc,0 γj\

Σx*=k, Σ Yχ=i) = d = m a χ Σ + ι _ n w -(^L-(jfe+7)+"ί)!(*-δ)!(/-a)Γ«!"
(1.10)

See Kawamura [1]. Therefore we have the distribution of U is gven by (1. 7) and
(1.10)

P{U=m)= Σ v nl
-TLrn ί-max(t+i-n.O) («

'Poon-a'ίyδPiok-δpoil-δpnδ (W = O, ± 1 , ± 2 , .-.)

as to be proved. ||

EXAMPLE (white ball and black ball model). We consider the experiment
in which the next four events occur

a) neither white ball nor black ball exists,
b) one white ball and no black ball exists,
c) one black ball and no white ball exists,
d) both white and black ball exists

in a preassigned unit space. The given four events have the four patterns.

o

We shall give the probabilities of the occurrence of the four events p00, p1Q, poί

and pu respectively. If we assign X the number of white ball 0 or 1 and Y the
number of black ball 0 or 1 then the bivariate (X, Y) has the joint distribution

(1.1).
The random variable Z=X—Y is considered as the value of the difference of

the two; non-negative gain X of the existence of white ball and non-negative gain
Y of the existence of black ball.
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1
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- 1
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1 °
(1. 1)

o
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If we have n mutually independent samples (Xu Fi),
the bivariate population then the sum vector

z, F2), •• ,(XW, Fn) from

( n

Σ
n

, Σ

has the distribution law (1.10). The random variable U defined in (1. 6) becomes
the difference of the numbers of the white balls and the black balls; the difference of
the gains brought by the white balls and the black balls in the first n independent
bivariate samples.

2. The limiting diagonal distribution.

We shall discuss the limiting property of the diagonal distribution of a bivariate
binomial distribution given in the preceding section (1. 5).

We assume for fixed non-negative λί0, λOi and λn, nplo=λm npol=λOi and
npu=λn and n increases to infinitive then we have the limiting distribution of
the distribution (1. 5) of U as given in the following theorem.

THEOREM 2. For fixed non-negative real values λ10, λoί and λn we assume the
condition C: npiO=λlo, npol=λol and npu—λu. Then we have the fact that the dis-
tribution given in (1. 5) converges as n-+ςχ> to the distribution

(2.1)

mm(fc,0

= 0, ± 1 , ±2,.-.).

Proof. Under the conditions pio=λloln, pOi=λoίln and pn=λuln the term of the
right hand side of (1.5) becomes

n\
1 —

(2.2)

n

The value of (2.2) converges to
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as n increases to infinitive. See Kendall and Stuart [2].

Therefore we have the limiting distribution of (1. 5) under the conditions de-

noted by C as follows:
min(Λ;,0 ^ !

y y1

;""*-/ΐma = max(*iί-n 0) (il-(k+l) + δ)\ (k-δ)l (l-δ)\ δl
C

'Poo Pio Poi P\\

=.£. S ( ί w - ^ ^ - " " " 1 («=0,±l,±2....).||

Moreover we can verify the limiting distribution (2.1) to a rather simplified
form as given in the following theorem.

THEOREM 3. Under the condition assumed in the preceding theorem we have
another form of the limiting distribution (2.1) in a simplified form:

) β r

(2.3) P(U=m) = Σ ^T y- e~λl0~'01 (m=z°> ±!> ± 2 > '")•

Proof

P(U=m)= v

-ί = m δ=0 (K —0)1(1 —0)1 Ol

Λio ΛQX A\l

3! r ! «

It is stated in the theorem 2 that the distribution of U in (2.1) becomes to the
main diagonal distribution of a general bivariate Poisson distribution. See Kawamura
[1]. It is also stated that the distribution (2.1) becomes to the distribution of a
independent type bivariate Poisson distribution. Therefore we have the next theorem.

THEOREM 4. If a random vector (X, Y) is distributed by a bivariate general
Poisson distribution then the diagonal distribution {the distribution of the difference
U=X—Y) becomes the diagonal distribution of a bivariate independent type Poisson
distribution'.
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(2. 5)

(m=0,+1, ±2,.-.).
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